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Dear Client

Thank you for Purchasing our SMG3000 Three Phase

Voltammeter. Please read the manual in detail prior to first use,

which will help you use the equipment skillfully.

Our aim is to improve and perfect the

company's products continually, so there may be

slight differences between your purchase equipment

and its instruction manual. You can find the changes

in the appendix. Sorry for the inconvenience. If you have further

questions, welcome to contact with our service department.

The input/output terminals and the test column

may bring voltage, when you plug/draw the test wire or

power outlet, they will cause electric spark. PLEASE

CAUTION RISK OF ELECTRICAL SHOCK!

Company Address:

 T4，No. 41, High-tech 2 Road，East Lake High-tech Development Zone，

Wuhan

 Sales Hotline: 86-27- 87457960
 After Service Hotline: 86-27- 87459656
 Fax: 86-27- 87803129

 E-mail: qiao@hvtest.cc

 Website: www.hvtest.cc

http://www.whhuatian.com
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 SERIOUS COMMITMENT

All products of our company carry one year limited warranty

from the date of shipment. If any such product proves defective

during this warranty period we will maintain it for free. Meanwhile

we implement lifetime service. Except otherwise agreed by

contract.

 SAFETY REQUIREMENTS

Please read the following safety precautions carefully to avoid

body injury and prevent the product or other relevant subassembly

to damage. In order to avoid possible danger, this product can only

be used within the prescribed scope.

Only qualified technician can carry out maintenance or repair

work.

--To avoid fire and personal injury:

Use Proper Power Cord

Only use the power wire supplied by the product or meet the

specification of this produce.

Connect and Disconnect Correctly

When the test wire is connected to the live terminal, please do

not connect or disconnect the test wire.

Grounding

The product is grounded through the power wire; besides, the
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ground pole of the shell must be grounded. To prevent electric

shock, the grounding conductor must be connected to the ground.

Make sure the product has been grounded correctly before

connecting with the input/output port.

Pay Attention to the Ratings of All Terminals

To prevent the fire hazard or electric shock, please be care of

all ratings and labels/marks of this product. Before connecting,

please read the instruction manual to acquire information about the

ratings.

Do Not Operate without Covers

Do not operate this product when covers or panels removed.

Use Proper Fuse

Only use the fuse with type and rating specified for the product.

Avoid Touching Bare Circuit and Charged Metal

Do not touch the bare connection points and parts of energized

equipment.

Do Not Operate with Suspicious Failures

If you encounter operating failure, do not continue. Please

contact with our maintenance staff.

Do Not Operate in Wet/Damp Conditions.

Do Not Operate in Explosive Atmospheres.

Ensure Product Surfaces Clean and Dry.

http://www.scribd.com/doc/50025703/55/Do-Not-Operate-in-an-Explosive-Atmosphere
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－Security Terms

Warning: indicates that death or severe personal injury may

result if proper precautions are not taken

Caution: indicates that property damage may result if proper

precautions are not taken.
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WARNING

 Use this instrument with attention to safety in any case.

 Make sure all the accessories are in good condition,

without damage, naked or break line before use.

 Cannot be used in the test with voltage over 600 V.

 Make sure the connected plugs of wires have inserted

closely into in the interface.

 Do not use in damp condition.

 Banned use in inflammable and the dangerous

condition.

 Pull out the test line after it away from the measured

wires, no finger touch of the input jacks in case of electric

shock.

 Do not use in strong electromagnetic environment, to

avoid affecting normal use.

 Do not set the instrument for a long period or storage it

in places of high temperature, dewing or under direct sunlight.

 Instrument and current clamp must periodically

maintain, keep them clean. Do not use corrosive product or

rough thing to wipe the clamps.

 Avoid impact on the current clamp, especially the clamp
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joints.

 Make full charging if going to be long time without

using.

 Use, disassemble, calibration, repair this meter must be

conducted by an authorized qualified personnel.

 The instrument shall be immediately stopped using and

sealed when danger will be brought due to its own reason. And

let authorized qualified organization to handle.

 Do not the scratch the touch screen by sharp high

hardness objects, avoid damage to the screen.

 Do not hit or press hard on the touch screen.
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I. General Introduction

SMG3000 Three Phase Meter a high precision instrument

for measurement of three-phase electric parameters, it can be

used to measure the three phase voltage, current and phase

angle, frequency, power, power factor and so on.

SMG3000 Three Phase Meter adopt high-speed Cortex

M3 processor and 24 bits high-speed ADC a for measuring

and calculation , A complete graphical interface, true color

display with resolution of 320 x 240 and touch screen operation

make a friendly man-machine interface. It is easy to carry.

II. Main Functions

 Measure three-phase voltages and four lines of current

(includes zero line current) at the same time;

 Measure the three-phase ac voltage phase angle,

current phase angle and power phase angle at the same time;

 Measure power grid frequency and phase sequence;

 Discriminate transformer winding, recognize, capacitive

load and perceptual load automatically;

 Show hexagon vector diagram; do color sequence

analysis;

 Measure active power, reactive power, apparent power,
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three-phase power and power factor;

 Data storage and view function;

 Data static storage function;

 3.5 inch TFT color display with finger touch function;

 Lithium battery power supply, rechargeable continuous

standby for more than 20 hours.

III. Specifications

TYPE MEASUREMENT
RANGE UNIT ERROR RESOLUTION

RATIO

Voltage 1~500 V 0.5%×measuring
range 0.01V

Current 0.001~10 A 0.5%×measuring
range 0.0001A

active power 0.001~5000 W 0.5%×reading
（PF=1） 0.1W

reactive
power 0.001~5000 VAR 0.5%×reading

（PF=0） 0.1VAR

apparent
power 0.001~5000 VA 0.5%×reading 0.1VA

frequency 45~65 Hz 0.1%×reading 0.01Hz

phase
position 0~360 ° ±2° 0.1°

Note: Error is ±3°when current is 1mA-5mA
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IV. Apparatus and Fittings

1. Main Instrument

Figure 1 Main instrument chart

2. Current Clamp Sensor

Figure 2 Current clamp sensors

We choose high precision and high stability clamp current
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sensor for current measurement, this meter can joint 4 current

clamp sensors.

3. Voltage Testing Wire

Figure 3 Voltage testing wires

V. How to Measure

1. ON and OFF

Press the buttons continuously and enter the boot

screen as the following chart:

Figure 4 Boot screen

Press the buttons for 3 seconds and listen to a “tick”

SMG3000

Portable Three phase Meter
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sound, then the meter will enter the true state of boot.

2. Measurement Interface

It appears the measurement interface automatically when

the meter is on:

Figure 5 Volt-ampere phase measurement interface

If measurement methods choose three-phase three-wire,

lightly touch icon with the touching pen and the icon

will become , single-phase measurement can be

realized with the same operation.

This meter has data hold and storage function, lightly

touch icon, icon color turns from gray into red

as . Data measurement stops and then appears save

icon, lightly touch save icon and store the data. Circulation

storage is used; new stored data will deleted the first saved

data automatically.

Checking function can help to check the stored data, with

purple icon R * * (* * represents 01 and 02... 10), use the
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previous page icon and the next page icon

to scan the data. These functions above are as effective in

power measurement interface.

Press the icon , icon turns to blue as the figure

shows below, the volt-ampere phase measurement date can

also be saved when you click save bottom.

Figure 6 Power measurement interface

Lightly touch vector diagram icon and enters hexagon

vector diagram measurement interface, the hexagon diagram

shows the voltage and current vector diagram by color (A

phase voltage and current in yellow, B phase voltage and

current in green, C phase voltage and current in red).

Judge phase sequence:

Green mark is shown before the voltage value if voltage

phase sequence is right; red mark is shown if wrong.

Green mark is shown before the current value if current

phase sequence is right; red mark is shown if wrong.
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Judge load properties:

"L" is shown if it is inductive load; "C" is shown if it is

capacitive load, otherwise shows "-".

VI. Measuring Methods

1. One-Way Measurement Connection Mode

As following:

Figure 7one-way measure connection modes

Live line will be connected to the UA phase of the

instrument, while zero line is connected to UN when use

single-phase electric measurement. Current clamp sensor

should be clamped to live line and insert IA access.

2. Three-PhaseThree-Wire Connection Method

As following:

output load
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Figure 8 Three phases three lines connection method

Connection for pressure-wire: Use the special voltage

testing lines (three groups as yellow, red and black); one end

insert the UA, UC, UN phase socket of the equipment in turn,

and the other end insert the A phase, C phase and B phase of

the circuit being measured respectively.

Note: yellow line joins UV socket, black line joins UN

socket, and red line joins UC socket.

Connection for current line: Insert IA, IC clamp to IC, IA

socket of the equipment, and clutch the other end to the

current circuit being measured.

3. Three-Phase Four-Wire Connection Method

As following:
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Figure 9 Three-phase four-wire connection method

Connection for pressure-wire: Use the special voltage

testing lines (four groups as yellow, green, red and black); one

end insert the UA, UB, UC, UN phase socket of the equipment

in turn, and the other end insert the A phase, B phase, C phase

and zero line of the circuit being measured respectively.

Connection for current line: Insert IA, IB, IC clamp to IA, IB,

and IC socket of the equipment, and clutch the other end to the

current circuit being measured.
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